SIP Trunking
Business Solutions

Broadvoice SIP Trunking Customizable Solutions
for all Business Needs

We have three options of
delivering trunking services:
SIP Trunking
Analog Handoff
Virtual PRI

Our service is compatible with
the following IP-PBX systems:
Asterisk
Fonality
Pingtel
Shoretel
Switchvox
TalkSwitch
Trixbox
And many other phone systems!

Our services are also
compatible with:
Legacy PBX systems (Analog or PRI)
Nortel
NEC
Avaya
Or virtually any phone system that
accepts these delivery methods

The SIP Trunking Advantage with Broadvoice!
Our SIP Trunking packages allow you to connect your IP-PBX or legacy phone system to
Broadvoice's network via SIP, Analog, or PRI handoffs, enabling you to leverage our industry
leading international rates, our flat-rate domestic termination and our vast origination
network. With your current IP-PBX, you get to maintain control over your personal network or
configuration while we make sure that all the calls get to where they need to be. When you
switch to Broadvoice, you can keep your existing number or get a new one in any of the lower
48 states, regardless of where you’re physically located.

Think Big Anywhere, Anytime!
When it comes to choosing how to communicate with clients, business owners realize the
importance of having a phone system that works for both them and their clients. With our
SIP Trunking service you can escalate the size of your phone network at any time to match
with the growing needs of your business, all at a fraction of the cost of AT&T and Verizon!

Reliability That Goes Above & Beyond
Broadvoice uses a nationwide fault-tolerant network with built-in redundancy. When
reliability in your phone service should be a given, Broadvoice delivers with 99.99% annual
uptime as a trusted leader in telecommunications.

Flexibility for Your Phone System
One of the advantages of the SIP Trunking product is that a user can use any end point they
like. This allows for users to take advantage of feature-rich open source products like Asterisk
or 3CX or use proprietary systems like Avaya or NEC. The only requirement is that the user
has a static IP address since that is how calls are authenticated to the user.

Your Information Right at Your Fingertips
SIP Trunking customers have access to a user portal where they can get a general overview of
their account which allows them to check usage, call logs, invoices or create tickets for
support/billing.

A great business deserves great phone service! At Broadvoice we believe quality phone service
should be the minimum. With our SIP Trunking plans you will save up to 70% when compared to
some of our traditional competitors, allowing you to focus on your business and its bottom line.

SIP

Monthly Cost

Business Phone Service That’s 70% Less Than Verizon & AT&T!

Broadvoice AT&T

Verizon

30-Day Money Back Guarantee

SMB Trunk*
Includes 5 Ports per Trunk

Enterprise Trunk
Includes 20-23 Ports per Trunk

Call Center/Large Ent.
Unlimited Ports per Trunk

Inbound Minutes:

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Outbound Minutes:

5k Outbound

20k Outbound

$0.008 per Minute Rate

Domestic Term:

$0.02 per Minute Rate

$0.015 per Minute Rate

$0.008 per Minute Rate

Origination:

$0.0000

$0.0000

$0.0000

Toll Free Origination:

$0.0290 per Minute Rate

$0.0290 per Minute Rate

$0.0290 per Minute Rate

DIDs (monthly plans):

1 DID per Trunk for monthly plans

1 DID per Trunk for monthly plans

Unlimited

DIDs (contract plans):

5 DIDs per Trunk for contract plans

40 DIDs per Trunk for contract plans

Unlimited

6500
$
5500

27500
$
24000

$

Monthly (trunk/month):
1-Year Contract (trunk/month):

$

Call for Pricing

*Analog Handoff with Broadvoice IAD up to 8 ports available for SMB Trunk.

Virtual PRI

One Year

Two Year

Three Year

30-Day Money Back Guarantee

Includes 23 Channels per Trunk

Includes 23 Channels per Trunk

Includes 23 Channels per Trunk

Inbound Minutes:

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Outbound Minutes:

20k Outbound

20k Outbound

20k Outbound

Domestic Term:

$0.015 per Minute Rate

$0.015 per Minute Rate

$0.015 per Minute Rate

Origination:

$0.0000

$0.0000

$0.0000

Toll Free Origination:

$0.0290 per Minute Rate

$0.0290 per Minute Rate

$0.0290 per Minute Rate

DIDs:

40 DIDs per Trunk

40 DIDs per Trunk

40 DIDs per Trunk

Edgemarc PRI:

Included / $400 installation

Included / $200 installation

Included / free installation

Monthly Price per Trunk:

30000

$

27000

$

$

24000

